
LUMI

F07G0101

A.Saggia & V.Sommella / D&G Studio

Description

Wall/ceiling lamp with diffuser in satin-finish white blown glass. Supporting structure made of

metal or polyester reinforced with glass fibre, painted white.

Voltage

220-240V

Socket

1xG9

Light source and alternative bulbs

cod. A11001C20

G9 1x20W

HSGS

Energetic class D

Not included accessories

Bulb

Weight

Net: 0.43 kg

Gross: 0.5 kg

Packaging

Volume: 0.005 m³

Number of boxes: 1

Specs

Pictures, descriptions, dimensions and technical data have to be considered as purely indicative. While maintaining the basic characteristics of the product, the manufacturer reserves the right to make modifications at any time with the sole aim of improvement.

Dimensions

Material

Glass - Grivory®

Available diffuser colours

White

Available structure colours

White

In the same family

Pendant Multiple

pendant

Table Floor Wall

Ceiling
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LUMI

F07G0301

A.Saggia & V.Sommella / D&G Studio

Description

Wall/ceiling lamp with diffuser in satin-finish white blown glass. Supporting structure made of

metal or polyester reinforced with glass fibre, painted white.

Voltage

220-240V

Socket

1xG9

Light source and alternative bulbs

cod. A11004C20

G9 1x60W

HSGS

Energetic class D

Not included accessories

Bulb

Weight

Net: 0.7 kg

Gross: 0.9 kg

Packaging

Volume: 0.022 m³

Number of boxes: 1

Specs

Pictures, descriptions, dimensions and technical data have to be considered as purely indicative. While maintaining the basic characteristics of the product, the manufacturer reserves the right to make modifications at any time with the sole aim of improvement.

Dimensions

Material

Glass - Grivory®

Available diffuser colours

White

Available structure colours

White

In the same family

Pendant Multiple

pendant

Table Floor Wall

Ceiling
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